
8, 20-22 Davidson St St, Port Douglas

Unit 8 @ The Beach Club, Port Douglas

FRONTING THE WHITE SANDY BEACH

Ground floor, pool & beach side... the best position within the whole resort.

You can enjoy a cool beverage from your patio and not only take in the view

of the best pool in North Queensland but you can also access it directly. A

prime position in the Port Douglas 'Beach Club'...

A dual key configuration that provides both flexibility and maximum returns.

One side is a fully self contained 1 bedroom apartment with a second

dayroom, full sized kitchen and entertaining patio and the other side is an

ensuited studio apartment with a spa and private patio accessing the pool

side as well.

Without doubt one of the best opportunities of 2014 for buyers... there are

only a handful of ground floor apartments that have access to the grassed

area and the beach within the resort pool and this will not last long. 

Experiencing strong rental income and being sold fully furnished your next

holiday in paradise is going to be so much more enjoyable.
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Walk to the village centre which is within one block and the beach is within

300m... you cannot find a better location or property in Port Douglas.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


